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Introdu tion

Colonies of so ial inse ts an exhibit an amazing variety of omplex behaviors and have aptured, sin e ever, the interest of biologists and entomologists. More re ently, omputer s ientists have found in the study of so ial
inse ts behavior a sour e of inspiration for the design and implementation
of novel distributed multi-agent algorithms. In parti ular, the study of ant
olonies behavior turned out to be very fruitful, giving raise to a ompletely
novel eld of resear h, now known as ant algorithms. In ant algorithms a
olony of relatively simple agents, alled ants, eÆ iently arries out omplex tasks su h as resour e optimization and ontrol. Ants a t a ording
to a sequential de ision making s heme in whi h a sto hasti de ision poli y is adaptively built and evaluated by the ants themselves. As Dorigo,
Bonabeau, and Theraulaz point out in the rst paper of this spe ial issue,
the indire t stigmergi ommuni ation among the ants is the key hara teristi of ant algorithms. Stigmergy de nes a paradigm of indire t and asynhronous ommuni ation mediated by an environment. While arrying out
their own tasks, ants deposit some hemi al substan e ( alled pheromones)
or indu e some other physi al modi ations of the environment. These modi ations hange the way the environment (and in a way, the problem under
onsideration) is sensed by the other ants in the olony, and impli itly a t
as signals triggering other ants' behaviors that again generate new modiations that will stimulate other ants and so on (the reader will nd all
the details about stigmergy in Dorigo, Bonabeau, and Theraulaz's paper).
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The use of a olony of agents ommuni ating in stigmergi way turned out
to be very e e tive in distributed and network environments, be ause of its
asyn hronous and indire t nature, and it revealed to be a very e e tive way
to ommuni ate \memory" information when solving ombinatorial optimization problems. In fa t, urrently there are many su essful appli ations
of ant algorithms to adaptive routing in ommuni ations networks and ombinatorial optimization problems (see [3℄ for an overview). Re ently, the
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristi has been de ned [2℄ as a
ommon framework for a wide set of algorithms developed sin e 1991 when
Dorigo and olleagues [1, 4℄ proposed the rst ACO algorithm1 . Their algorithm, alled Ant System, was applied to the traveling salesman problem
(TSP). This rst appli ation stimulated the interest of other resear hers,
leading to a onstant growth in the number of resear hers all around the
world getting inspiration from the initial Ant System and developing su essful algorithms for dis rete optimization problems. The growing interest
in ACO algorithms and, more in general, in ant algorithms, led to ANTS'98
- From Ant Colonies to Arti ial Ants: First International Workshop on
Ant Colony Optimization, Brussels, Belgium, O tober 15-16, 1998. More
than 50 resear hers from all over the world attended this rst workshop,
whi h was organized by Mar o Dorigo. The papers presented in this spe ial
issue are an outgrowth of some of the talks given at the workshop. Ea h
paper underwent a rigorous review pro ess by at least three referees. The
sele ted papers are written from leading resear hers in the eld of ant algorithms. While apturing a reasonable representation of the resear h work in
the eld, they are not supposed to give a omprehensive survey of it. Rather,
the main obje tive is to provide both the ne essary information to stimulate new resear h starting from a quired results and the intuitions about
the (many) open questions and interesting dire tions useful to dire t the exploration and the implementation of novel parallel/distributed multi-agent
algorithms.
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About this issue

The rst paper, already mentioned, by Dorigo, Bonabeau, and Theraulaz
provides a general introdu tion to ant algorithms, fo using in parti ular on
the on ept of stigmergy and giving a literature review of the most relevant
implementations. The paper fo uses rather on the des ription of \innova1

ACO algorithms are a parti ular instan e of ant algorithms spe ialized for the solution

of shortest path and/or minimum

ost problems on graphs.
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tive" algorithms and basi ideas, than on algorithms whi h already showed
to be very ompetitive (typi ally those falling into the ACO framework),
but whi h have been reviewed in earlier publi ations [2, 3℄. The se ond paper, by Stutzle and Hoos, fo uses on the TSP, the rst problem atta ked by
an ant algorithm in 1991 [4, 5℄ and on the quadrati assignment problem
(QAP). Many ACO algorithms have been proposed sin e then. Stutzle and
Hoos give a reasoned overview of the best algorithms, relate spe i design
hoi es of these algorithms to sear h spa e hara teristi s of the atta ked
problems, and des ribe their MAX {MIN Ant System, urrently one of the
best performing algorithms for the TSP and the QAP. The paper reports
a detailed experimental analysis and omparative results a ompanied by
thorough dis ussions. The paper by Gutjahr has a very spe ial role, be ause
it is the rst to present a proof of onvergen e for a generi ACO algorithm.
Gutjahr, departing from the implementation of Ant System, \redu es" the
behavior of an ant algorithm to a walk on a graph representing the instan e
of the problem (this representation is very similar to that used in the ACO
framework). He shows that under reasonable assumptions his graph-based
Ant System onverges in probability to the problem's optimal solution. The
fourth paper, by Wagner, Lindenbaum, and Bru kstein, reports a proof of
onvergen e of a very simple but e e tive algorithm for graph (network) overing. A simple ant-inspired motion rule ( alled VAW-rule) is used and for
the single-ant ase the authors report the system's theoreti al upper-bounds
to the time ne essary to over a dynami graph, (i) with at least a stable
spanning subgraph, (ii) with an edge having a known fault probability, and
(iii) in the ase the graph is a stati tree. Moreover, some experimental
results for the ase of multiple ants are reported. The spe ial issue also inludes two short papers. The rst one, by Maniezzo and Carbonaro, presents
the appli ation of an ant algorithm to the frequen y assignment problem in
radio networks. The algorithm is an adaptation of a previous algorithm developed by the authors for the QAP. Experimental results are reported and
the algorithm ompares favorably to other state-of-the-art heuristi s. The
se ond one, by Monmar he, Venturini and Slimane, investigates the use of a
ooperative strategy for optimization inspired by the prey sear hing behavior of the Pa hy ondyla api alis ants. The algorithm uses di erent heuristi s
and simple ommuni ation me hanisms among the ants to implement an efient trade-o between exploration and exploitation. Several experimental
results for ontinuous fun tion optimization problems are reported.
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